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NESTOR & ROTSEN

Artisanal Belgian design 

Organic materials, pure lines with artisanal materials.

Nestor & Røtsen creates inspiring luxury objects that mirror the beauty of

nature’s imperfection by continuously developing new materials in

a traditional way. These are handmade and have been through a natural or 

mechanical baking process.

We work with ceramics, glass, minerals, fossils & stone, metal, lime...

By combining the firing process with glazes, patins and oxidants, unique 

materials, textures and rainbow-like colours are created. They give strength 

to geometrically imperfect patterns, and organically sculpted objects and 

functional installations. 
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KYMA — BATHTUB

KYMA is a new series of hand sculpted bathtubs, based on an in-house developed, 

flexibly applicable material with endless possibilities in terms of variation and

personalization. It’s this high level of customization that elevates each one-of-a-kind 

piece from being functional to being a functional sculpture.. 
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The functional sculpture 
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Inspired by the seamlessly made Franklin Tables from the 

N&R collection, ‘Kyma’ was born. With its outspoken artistic 

design, Nestor & Rotsen immediately shows the possibilities 

with it. Elegant, playful feminine forms flow naturally into

more clean, masculine lines’. The association with undulating 

water is obvious and the texture is also reminiscent of 

elements from nature.

In the bath sculptures, feminine, sophisticated and minimalist 

faucets were designed to match the bath concept and 

dialogue with the pedestal on which the bathtub rests.

KYMA — BATHTUB
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Material

Tup: Neststone, mineral plaster

Base: Bronze

Sizes in cm: 

L. 240  x  B. 120  x  H. 75

Custom design and dimensions available on request

Colors:

18 base colours,

Custom colours available on request
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The KYMA series includes classic sizes, as well as the 

more personalized sculptures in which two to four people 

can comfortably enjoy the relaxing effect of water and 

harmoniously designed aesthetics.

The organically shaped tubs come in earthy hues,

choosen from a subtle palette in which natural pigments 

and color variations predominate. Warm brass faucets 

match the overall concept and dialogue with the base on 

which the bathtub is positioned.

KYMA - CLASSICS
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For the most exclusive projects Studio N&R has developed 

an inimitable construction system. This enables us to

combine the most extravagant personalized designs,

colours & textures. Give us the interior context and

dimensions and we will create the most exclusive bath

for you.

KYMA - EXTRAVAGANT 
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BATHING IN WATER, BEAUTY AND COMFORT
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Material

Neststone, mineral plaster

Colors:

18 base colours,

Custom colours available on request

Material

Terrazzo, gemstone

Colors:

18 base colours,

Custom colours available on request



NESTOR & ROTSEN

The details provided in this catalogue were correct at the time of publication. 
They do not constitute any kind of obligation on our part and are for

information only. We reserve the right to alter material, dimensions and 
characteristics at any time. We cannot be held liable for any discrepancies 
between the images and descriptions given and the actual product. Please 
be aware that actual colors may vary from those shown in this catalogue.
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